Oligonucleotide facilitators enhance the catalytic activity of RNA-cleaving DNA enzymes.
From in vitro selection studies, DNA structures have been found that cleave target RNA sequence specifically and show a certain similarity to the well-investigated hammerhead ribozymes. Such DNA enzymes are more resistant to nuclease-mediated degradation than RNA enzymes. On the other hand, their cleavage activity is lower than the activity of hammerhead ribozymes. In the present study, we improved the activity of DNA enzymes by adding oligonucleotide facilitators complementary to the 5' and the 3' ends of the substrate to the cleavage reaction. DNA enzyme activity in vitro was monitored under multiple turnover conditions using short RNA model substrates. We have shown that oligonucleotide facilitators strongly enhance the multiple turnover activity of the DNA enzyme reaction. In one of our model systems with a suitable facilitator combination, we were able to observe a more than 200-fold enhancement of the k(cat)/Km value. The comparison of two DNA enzyme-substrate systems showed that the principal effects of the facilitators were independent of the substrate sequence. However, the degree of facilitator effect was noticeably dependent on the basic catalytic efficiency of DNA enzymes. Furthermore, the efficiency of the DNA enzyme reaction with facilitator was compared with the reaction of a DNA enzyme with a stem sequence extended by the sequence of the facilitator. The multiple turnover activity of such a "long DNA enzyme" is higher than the activity of the short DNA enzyme without facilitators. However, when compared with the multiple turnover reactions of the short DNA enzyme with facilitator, the reaction with the long DNA enzyme is considerably slower. The results obtained with our model systems demonstrate that oligonucleotide facilitators enable DNA enzymes to act as effective multiple turnover catalysts by cleavage of RNA substrates.